Home Start School
Oct. 24th-28th
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Monday 10/24/2022 Lessons
Weekly Concepts Overview:
Letter: Aa Sight Word: he, she
Word Practice: Beginning Sounds
Writing: Storybooks
ELA: Pumpkins *pumpkin needed
Math: Plus Sign, Counting by 10s
Phonics:
1. Introduce the letter Aa. Explain that a can be a word but is also a letter. We
have already learned about the word, now we will learn about the letter. Letter
Aa is a vowel and has two sounds. Aa says /a/ and /ā/ (short and long sound).
2. Practice “sky writing” the letter Aa. Make sure you are using the proper letter
formation.
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3. Ask, “Can you think of a word that starts with Aa?” Write down on
paper/in blue ELA journal as many words as you and your child can think
of in a circle map like shown.

ant

apple
ace

Aa

ate

ape
apricot

and

Word Practice: Beginning Sounds
1. Complete the Mon. Beginning Sound Practice. Your child will say the
word to find the beginning sound. They will color the box with the
letter that makes that sound.
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Writing:
1. Say, “Wow! We have learned so much about writing. We are almost ready to
move on. Do you remember what we have learned about authors?” “Yes,
authors use details in their pictures, make mistakes, use spacing, use capitals,
add periods and persevere or keep trying!”
2. Say, “To celebrate everything we have learned so far, I thought it would be fun
to write our own storybook.” Have some folder pieces of paper ready that
resembles a book. Staple the side if you can.
3. Say, “Today, we will work on the first page of our storybook. But before we
begin, we need to know what our story is about!”
Work with your child to think of a simple story. It should have a beginning,
middle, and end. An example would be “There was a dog. He lost his ball. He got
a new ball.” Think simple. Once you and your child have a story, begin to work on
the first page (skip the cover for now). It should have a nice picture with details,
and a simple sentence.
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ELA: Pumpkins *You will need a medium sized pumpkin this week, by Friday.
A “pie pumpkin” is the perfect size. It needs to be big enough to cut open.
1. Begin by thinking about how you would describe a pumpkin.
2. On some paper, make a bubble map about pumpkins like shown but leave
the circles blank. We will fill them in after reading.

3. Explain that we will read a nonfiction book about pumpkins. Nonfiction books are
about real things and teach us something about the world.
4. Read of watch “From Seed to Pumpkin” here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoaFrxW2cFQ
5. After reading, go back to fill in the bubble map with facts about pumpkins. If you
like, you can make one on a separate piece of paper, and your child can follow
along/copy their own paper.
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Math:
1. We will introduce the plus sign today. Draw a plus sign on paper and explain
that we can use this symbol when we are talking about adding two numbers
together.
2. Read or watch If You Were a Plus Sign here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PBpTMlG33Os
3. After reading, your child will make their own math problem and use a plus
sign. On some paper, draw two different things and then write the math
equation. They will need guidance at first. If they choose stars and hearts it will
look like this on their paper.

3+2=5
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Tuesday 10/25/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
1. Review the letter Aa by revisiting your circle map from yesterday.
2. Watch the letter Aa video here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KGZFmW3uPJE
Have your child sky write along with the video.
3. Throughout the day, try to find other words that start with Aa and add to the
circle map.
Word Practice:
1. On a piece of paper write:
___an

Tell your child that the word is fan. Can they fill in the beginning letter?

Repeat with __in (bin) ___ut (nut) ___om (Tom)
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Writing:
1. Work on the middle portion of the story book your child is creating. It should
include a detailed picture with a sentence below. Remember this is invented
spelling! It is ok if they forget sounds and misspell!
ELA:
1. Explain that today we will read a fiction story about pumpkins. Fiction books
are not real and are usually written to entertain or teach a lesson.
2. Read Big Pumpkin or watch it here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QpLK8AWsVMA
3. Ask how they know this book is fiction? What tells you that this story it not
real?
4. Continue to ask comprehension questions. Who came first to help the witch?
Why did they laugh when the bat came? What did the bat suggest they do?
What did the witch do once the pumpkin was picked? At the end she plants
another pumpkin seed- what do you think will happen with that pumpkin?
Math:
1. You will need some small manipulatives. On some paper, write the equations
4+2=______ 3+6________
5+2=_______ 7+3_________
2. Using the manipulatives, solve the problems. So, for the first one, put down
4, then add two more. Count all of them and fill in the number 6 to the
equation.
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Wednesday 10/26/2022 Lessons

Phonics:
1. Practice writing the letter Aa using the attached Letter Aa Practice worksheet
(attached to the post). Focus on proper letter formation. While they form the
letter, have them say the sounds letter Aa makes.
Word Practice:
1. Complete the beginning sound practice sheet by choosing the correct letter to
finish each word.
Writing:
1. Work on the last portion of the story book your child is creating. It should
include a detailed picture with a sentence below.
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ELA:
1. Print out the Peter Peter Pumpkin Eater poem and response sheet. Read the
poem together and clap the syllables. Look for rhyming words and highlight them
(coloring with a yellow crayon is fine).
2. Have your child think about what they would do if they had a pumpkin shell
house. What would they put in their pumpkin shell? Have them draw a picture
and write a simple sentence. It may look like: I wil kep a spdr in mi pmkn. (I will
keep a spider in my pumpkin. Invented spelling is appropriate at this stage).
Math:
1. Complete the Weds. Math Practice by reading the word problem and acting
out the story using manipulatives. Write the corresponding equation below.
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Thursday 10/27/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
1. Complete the Find the Letter- Aa paper. When they find an A, have them tell
you one of the sounds it makes.
Word Practice:
1. On a piece of paper write:
___ab

Tell your child that the word is tab. Can they fill in the beginning letter?

Repeat with __it (fit) ___it (mit) ___an (man)
Writing:
1. Explain that all good writers edit their work when they are done. Edit means to
go back so look for any mistakes.
2. Have your child go back through their three-page story and look for any words
that need a capitol letter (or need to be lowercase), make sure there are spaces,
and that their sentences end with punctuation. If you see a mistake, you can erase
to fix. If it is a big mistake, like no spaces, you can rewrite.
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ELA:
1. Ask if your child remembers when you made predictions in science about
things sinking or floating. Explain that you can also make predictions about a
story you are reading.
2. Read or watch Pumpkin Town here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqMj-Cvx500&ab_channel=StoryTown
It is a long story, but really cute and lends itself to making a prediction.
3. After reading, ask what your child predicts will happen next when they throw
out the watermelon seeds.
4. On some paper, have them draw a picture and try to make a sentence using
them stem “I predict…” (ex.: the wotrmlns wil gro.)
Math:
1. Using manipulatives, answer these problems on some paper:
3+4=

7+2=

2+6=

1+8=

5+3
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Friday 10/28/2022 Lessons
Phonics:
1. Play a game where you say some words and if the word has an /a/ or /ā/
sound, have them do a motion of your choice. Face, pop, light, apple, back,
mouse, cat, April.
Word Practice:
1. Exercise to Jack Hartmann’s Beginning Sound video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQx-MJVUIzc
Writing:
1. Congratulate your child for doing such awesome work! Now it is time to create
a cover for your book. Look at some book covers you have. What does your child
notice about them?
2. Have your child create a cover for their book. Include a Title, picture, and the
words, “by _________” (their name).
3. Celebrate by having them read their story to someone. Dad? Sister? Call
grandma?
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Math and ELA/Science: This activity is combined science and math. You will need
your pumpkin.
1. Print out the Pumpkin Investigation sheet and complete together based on your
pumpkin. Where is says to measure with cubes, you can choose any manipulative
to measure such as crayons, paperclips, etc. Complete the picture, measurement,
sink of float prediction and see prediction.
2. Carefully cut open your pumpkin and look inside. Begin to scoop the seeds out
and with your child make groups of 10. Once all (or most) seeds are out and
grouped into 10s, explain that we will practice counting by 10s.
3. Using the 100s chart from a few weeks ago, show how the 10’s are all on one
side. It can help to look at the hundreds chart when counting by 10s. Count your
sets of pumpkin seeds by 10s to get a final total and fill in the investigation sheet.
*It is a goal of Kindergarten to be able to count to 100 by 10s.*
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Beginning Sound Practice
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Aa
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Name: _________________________________________

Beginning Sounds

__ent

__ish

__oat

__each
pple

ire
__strich

__ap
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Peter Peter pumpkin eater,
had a wife and couldn’t keep her.
He put her in a pumpkin shell,
and there he kept her very well!
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A
g
a
A
S
A
a

Q
a
H
P
a
X
O

A
d
f
A
L
a
A

n
A
a
W
A
a
C

a
p
o
a
y
I
A

q
A
K
u
A
A
l

A
s
a
A
E
z
a

Directions: Identify the letter at the top of the page. Highlight
or dab the matching uppercase and lowercase letters below.

Name:

F
a
D
i
a
a
A

a
R
m
a
j
Z
U

w
A
a
A
A
A
k

Aa

a
T
G
A
r
a
a
The Printable Princess

A
e
a
t
a
Y
A

Find and Color all the A’s!
Find the Letter:

My Pumpkin!

Pumpkin Exploration
!

!

!

How tall is your pumpkin?

What does your pumpkin look like?

Cubes
How big is your pumpkin?

How Many Seeds are in your
pumpkin?

small
medium

My
guess is:

!

!

I
found:

large
Prediction: Will it float or sink?

!

!

What happened?

Float

Float

Sink

Sink

kindergartenkidsatplay.blogspot.com

Clip Art: www.mycutegraphics.com
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